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1. MINUTES 

The minutes of the meeting held on March 4, 2005 were approved as circulated. 
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2. PRESIDENT’S REPORT 

Mr. Alexander circulated a report detailing his activities on behalf of the Law Society over the 
previous month. 

3. EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR’S REPORT 

Mr. Hebenton circulated a written report.  He noted that the building at 750 Cambie Street was 
fully leased, and he congratulated Mr. Stajkowski on his success in that regard. 

4. REPORT ON OUTSTANDING HEARING DECISIONS 

The Benchers received a report on outstanding hearing decisions. 

5. Amendment to the Law Society Rules re LLPs 

Mr. Zacks reviewed a memorandum setting out recommended changes to the Rules respecting 
Limited Liability Partnerships.  The first change would take into account differences in other 
jurisdictions where non-lawyers are permitted to be members of LLPs.  The second change would 
permit law corporations to be partners in LLPs.  Mr. Zacks said both rule changes recognized 
existing practice structures. 

It was moved (Zacks/Fung) to amend the Law Society Rules as follows: 

1. By rescinding Rule 9-13 and substituting the following: 

 9-13 A lawyer or law corporation is authorized to carry on the practice of 
law through a limited liability partnership, provided that the lawyer or law 
corporation and the limited liability partnership comply with the provisions of 
the Partnership Act and meet the prerequisites of this Division. 

2. By rescinding Rule 9-15(2) and substituting the following: 

 (2)   On receipt of a submission under subrule (1), the Executive Director must 
issue a statement of approval of LLP registration if the Executive Director 
is satisfied that 

 (a)  the intended name complies with Rule 9-14, and 

 (b)  membership in the partnership complies with subrules (2.1) and (2.2). 

 (2.1) Each partner in an LLP must be  

 (a)  a member of the Society,  

 (b)  a member of a recognized legal profession in another jurisdiction,  

 (c)  a law corporation holding a valid permit under this Part, or 

 (d)  a non-lawyer participating in the partnership in another Canadian 
jurisdiction as permitted in that jurisdiction.  

 (2.2) At least one partner in an LLP must be a member of the Society or a law 
corporation holding a valid permit under this Part. 

 (2.3) If the Executive Director is not satisfied of the matters referred to in 
subrule (2), the Executive Director must decline to issue a statement of 
approval.  
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Mr. Taylor questioned whether the Law Society should import the words “non-lawyer” from the 
Ontario rules. 

Mr. Zacks said there were some firms structured as LLPs in Ontario that included non-lawyers, and 
those firms would not be able to practice in British Columbia if the rule was not changed. 

Mr. Taylor asked what the non-lawyers’ occupations were, and suggested that it might be 
preferable to create specific exceptions for those occupations rather than broadly permitting non-
lawyer partners. 

Mr. Zacks said some of the non-lawyer partners were patent and trademark agents, and possibly a 
few accountants or other professionals.  He said the Ethics Committee’s view was that if the other 
jurisdiction permits them and regulates them, the Law Society of BC ought not prohibit them. 

Mr. Lucas noted that the Law Society Rules did not prohibit non-lawyers partners, but did prohibit 
splitting fees with them. 

The motion was carried by a majority of more than two thirds of the Benchers present. 

6. Conduct Review Task Force Report 

Mr. Lucas reviewed the circumstances in which the task force was formed and the 
recommendations in the report. 

Mr. Alexander said that on several occasions he had been in the situation where a complainant was 
permitted to attend a portion of a conduct review, and then excused for the remainder, and he had 
reached the conclusion that there was simply no way to communicate the nature of the process to 
complainants without leaving a negative impression. 

Ms. Schmit agreed with Mr. Alexander and asked what materials complainants received before the 
conduct review takes place. 

Mr. Cameron said complainants did not receive all the information that the conduct review 
subcommittee has.  For, example, the opinion from the Law Society staff lawyer is privileged.  
However, complainants do have the correspondence from the investigation of their complaint. 

Mr. Nagle was reluctant to make any decision without anyone from the task force present.  He 
urged adopting rules that afforded the greatest degree of transparency. 

Ms. Wallace noted that most adjudicative processes included some way of dealing with matters in 
a less formal way, and by necessity, those ways tended to be somewhat less transparent.  Regarding 
the recommendation for provisions respecting rescission of a conduct review, Ms. Wallace recalled 
an occasion when the information obtained during the conduct review indicated that it was not 
necessary and it would have been appropriate to rescind the conduct review or record somewhere 
that it was not warranted. 

Mr. LeRose agreed that it would be useful to hear from the task force members before making a 
decision. 

It was agreed to postpone further discussion of this matter until the next meeting. 

7. Legal Services Society Appointments 

It was moved (Nagle/Fung) to appoint D. Brent Adair, QC, and John Hogg, QC to the Legal 
Services Society Board of Directors for further terms of two years commencing on June 1, 2005 
and ending on May 31, 2007. 
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The motion was carried. 

8. Law Society Scholarship 

It was moved (Fung/Nagle) to award the Law Society Scholarship to Kimberly May Eldred, and if 
Ms. Eldred declines or is unable to take up the scholarship, then to Annie Rochette. 

The motion was carried. 

9. LSBC v. Milne, Review pursuant to Rule  

Ms. Schmit assumed the Chair. 

Ms. Schmit noted that this was a review on the record and neither counsel were present.  Both 
counsel consented to publication. 

The following Benchers were present for this matter: 

The Benchers adjourned to deliberate.  On their return, Ms. Schmit reported that a clear majority 
of the Benchers considering the matter concluded that the decision of the hearing panel with 
respect to anonymous publication should be reversed, and written reasons would be provided in 
due course. 

10. Civil Justice Reform Green Paper 

Ms. Ostrowski briefly reviewed issues considered by the Access to Justice Committee in 
discussion of the Green Paper on the Foundations of Civil Justice published by the Civil Justice 
Reform working group of the Attorney General’s Justice Review Task Force.  She said the Access 
to Justice Committee thought that a submission from the Benchers as a whole could capture more 
ideas and would have greater force than a submission from the Committee. 

Mr. Seckel, who chairs the working group, encouraged submissions and early engagement in the 
process.  He said the working group had “roamed the landscape” quite a bit, and input from the 
profession would be valuable.  The need to improve the civil justice system is a big problem that 
needs a consensus type solution. 

It was moved (Ostrowski/Nagle) to respond to the Green Paper by May 15, 2005. 

Mr. Vertlieb was concerned that the Law Society not be seen to simply approve the Green Paper as 
presented. 

Mr. Seckel said the working group was seeking the Benchers’ ideas in response to the Paper rather 
than support for the specific ideas in the Green Paper.  He said the Paper was a collection of ideas 
and did not present policy. 

Mr. Alexander clarified that the motion if carried would result in staff preparing a response to the 
Paper following input from the Benchers that would give the Law Society’s views on the contents 
of the Paper. 

Mr. Vertlieb supported the motion as clarified by Mr. Seckel and Mr. Alexander. 

Mr. Turriff said there was insufficient time to formulate a response.  He said the problem was huge 
and multi-faceted and invited both short-term and long-term solutions. 
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Mr. Alexander suggested that the Law Society could at least present some thoughts on the subject 
even though they might not be definitive or final.  He said it would be unfortunate if the Law 
Society did not respond in some way to the Paper. 

Mr. Seckel said it would help simply to identify some of the largest or highest priority items.  He 
did not think this would be the last opportunity for the Law Society to comment, as he hoped to be 
able to present further green papers for discussion. 

Mr. Nagle thought it would be profoundly in the public interest for the Law Society to participate 
in the project. 

Mr. Hunter was not against responding to the paper but said the Benchers must be realistic about 
what could be achieved in the short time available.  He suggested that staff prepare a response at 
the level of general principles and priorities for consideration at the next meeting. 

Ms. Preston strongly supported Law Society participation.  She said it is difficult to reach out to all 
of the public and get their views on matters such as this, but the failure of some people or groups to 
respond does not always mean that they have no views. 

Ms. Wallace noted that the people who are very hard to reach are in many ways the people who’s 
problems the Green Paper addressed and who would be affected by changes to the civil justice 
system. 

Mr. Seckel agreed with Ms. Preston’s and Ms. Wallace’s comments.  He said the task force and 
working group worked very hard to reach people, sending the paper to all kinds of community 
groups, but even so, few responses are received.  He suggested that the topics were not very 
accessible to many people. 

Ms. To said there were real issues in the community with respect to access to justice.  She noted 
that time limit for response, but said as a member of the public, she would like to hear from the 
legal profession through the Law Society about how the system can be improved. 

Mr. Turriff said it was important to respond to what is not in the Green Paper as well as to what is 
in it.  He agreed with Mr. Seckel that the questions are not accessible to many people, and said it 
would help if people had a clearer understanding of what the “civil justice system” is. 

The motion was carried. 

11. Lawyers Assistance Program 

Ian Aikenhead, Chair of the Lawyers Assistance Program, and Derek LaCroix, Executive Director, 
introduced several lawyers who were assisted by LAP and subsequently volunteered to assist other 
lawyers.  One of the lawyers recounted an occasion when she received a telephone call late in the 
evening from another lawyer who had been called to a hospital emergency room to attend her child 
with a life-threatening illness.  The other lawyer had contacted LAP seeking help, not in her 
personal situation but to ensure that her clients would not be prejudiced by her inability to attend to 
her practice the next day.  The Benchers noted that the story demonstrated the value of LAP not 
only to lawyers but also to the public, and, additionally, the dedication to service that pervades the 
legal profession.  The Benchers affirmed their ongoing support of the Lawyers Assistance 
Program. 

12. Law Society Finances 2004 

Mr. Stajkowski gave a presentation on the Law Society finances in 2004.  A copy of the 
presentation is attached as Appendix A. 
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13. Amendment to Rule 2-30 

Mr. Hoskins recalled that at the last meeting, the Benchers amended Rule 2-30, which governs the 
qualifications for a lawyer to act as a principal to an articled student, dividing the previous subrule 
(1) into two, now numbered subrules (1) and (1.1).  He explained that a consequential amendment 
was required to ensure that subrules (1) and (1.1) are properly referenced in subrule (2). 

It was moved (Fung/Blom) to amend Rule 2-30 by rescinding subrule (2) and substituting the 
following: 

 (2) In exceptional circumstances, the Credentials Committee may allow a lawyer 

 (a) who does not qualify under subrule (1.1) to act as principal to an articled 
student, or 

 (b) to act as principal to more than 2 articled students at one time, despite 
subrule (1). 

The motion was carried by a majority of more than two thirds of the Benchers present. 

14. Paralegals Task Force Report 

Mr. Alexander introduced the report for the Paralegals task force.  He said the report was interim 
because the task force was waiting the conclusion of discussions by the Provincial Court with 
respect to appearances by paralegals.  He said the task force expected to be able to provide a final 
report later in the year, but in the meantime would be assisted by knowing of any serious concerns 
the Benchers might have with respect to the principles set out in the interim report. 

Mr. Nagle noted that under the revised principles, lawyers would still be required to provide an 
appropriate level of supervision of paralegals, but principle number four recognizes that direct 
supervision is inconsistent with the full range of expanded services paralegals would be allowed to 
provide. 

Mr. Alexander said the revised principles would not change the requirement for a paralegal to 
work under a lawyer’s supervision. 

Ms. Fung was concerned about the idea of permitting paralegals to give undertakings in the context 
of Provincial Court proceedings. 

Mr. Alexander said the task force thought this was necessary to deal with situations where some 
form of undertaking is required in the proceeding and it is not practicable for a paralegal to obtain 
specific instructions.  In these circumstances the paralegal would be permitted to give an 
undertaking on behalf of the supervising lawyer, in specific and limited situations. 

Mr. Hunter was concerned that this could place a lawyer in the position of breaching an 
undertaking that he or she did not know had been given. 

Mr. Alexander said the answer to that concern was that the lawyer is expected to provide adequate 
supervision, which would include clear instructions to a paralegal that the lawyer must be informed 
without delay if an undertaking is given. 

Mr. Hunter said that in view of the potential penalty for breaching an undertaking, that seemed like 
a harsh requirement. 

Ms. Schmit commented that the report seemed quite conservative and only opened the door very 
slightly to expanded services offered by paralegals.  She noted that the profession is aging and 
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getting smaller, while the provincial population is growing and becoming more diverse.  She said 
paralegals are needed to fill the gaps. 

Ms. Ostrowski shared Mr. Hunter’s concerns.  She questioned what would happen if a paralegal 
exceeded his or her authority with respect to giving undertakings leaving the lawyer unfairly at 
risk. 

Ms. Wallace agreed that the ability to give undertakings should not be delegated. 

Ms. Fung agreed. 

Mr. Taylor thought principals should specifically prohibit paralegals from giving undertakings. 

A straw poll was conducted on the question of whether paralegals should be permitted in limited 
circumstances to give undertakings on behalf of a supervising lawyer.  The straw poll showed that 
there was no support for that principle. 

15. Update on the Special Compensation Fund claims and investigations in the Wirick matter. 

This matter was considered in camera. 

16. Open discussion of Bencher concerns. 

This matter was discussed in camera. 

Ms. Wallace said that in conducting some interviews of articled students it had become apparent to 
her that some principals did not take appropriate responsibility for their students.  She said it 
appeared that some senior lawyers were taking on students and then assigning supervision to much 
more junior lawyers, in one case to a lawyer with only one year’s experience.  She said the Law 
Society should remind lawyers that if they sign on as a principal, the must take responsibility for 
the quality of the student’s articles.  Ms. Wallace was concerned that by raising the experience 
requirements for principals, the Law Society might be pressuring law firms to have a senior lawyer 
sign on as principal and then delegate responsibility to more junior lawyers. 

Mr. Hume noted that his firm, among others, had a formal rotation system for articled students that 
precluded direct supervision by a single principal over a whole year. 

Mr. Turriff said rotation systems in large firms were valuable but it was still important that one 
person take ultimate responsibility for the articled student’s experience. 

Ms. Schmit recalled that when she first became a Bencher, a weekend seminar was provided on 
administrative law, and writing hearing reports.  She asked if anything similar was still available. 

Mr. Hoskins said that courses put on by the BC Council of Administrative Tribunals were 
available to Benchers, at the Law Society’s expense. 

Ms. Wallace recommended a handbook for judges on writing reasons. 

There being no further business, the meeting was terminated. 
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